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Securing Education 
Systems
...with the StorageCraft Backup 
and Recovery Bundle

Data protection can be challenging for educational institutions of all sizes, from small schools to 
large universities. Multiple campuses, and departments, constantly changing IT environments, and 
a mix of virtual and physical machines running on one network can make it difficult and costly to 
manage data and ensure secure backups.

StorageCraft offers the most complete and comprehensive 
backup and disaster recovery solution for VMware environments:

Backup everything
It all starts with a good copy 
of your systems, apps, data, 
and services.

Management
Whether you oversee a 
few servers or hundreds, 
a single web based 
console will save you 
time and effort.

Migration
Move a system to a new 
machine without losing 
any uptime. Options 
include migrating data to 
new hardware, physical to 
virtual, virtual to virtual and 
virtual to physical servers.

Replication
Duplicate your backups 
to another location such 
as a different campus or 
to the StorageCraft Cloud 
Services.

Recovery
Get your school or 
institution up and running 
again immediately 
following a disaster.
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NEW introducing StorageCraft VirtualBoot for vSphere:
This unique technology gives StorageCraft ShadowProtect SPX users the ability to rapidly virtualise 
backup images as guest virtual machines (VMs) directly on VMware ESXi hosts without the use of 
an intermediary appliance or secondary conversion process.

Users have the ability to:

• Backup any Windows Server Physical or Virtual and Recover in vSphere

• Boot on-demand in VMware vSphere from any StorageCraft ShadowProtect SPX recovery point

• Run the newly created and booted VM natively within vSphere with no “pre-staging” of the 
VM required

• Seamlessly migrate data from any physical or virtual server directly to a production ESXi 
environment with just a few clicks

To purchase, simply order: Quantity

XSXW00EUPG0100ZZAP10 1

SSSV50EUPG5000ZZZP2 1

To receive the deal registration price, go to:

For a limited time only, partners have the ability to earn an 
additional 20% margin, by simply registering the deal!

NZ Deal Registration Reseller Buy Price: $4,620.27 ex GST 

Software license covers you for 100 virtual machine, 10 physical servers and includes 1 year of maintenance 
(software updates and local technical support).

Promotion is valid until 31st of December, 2016.

StorageCraft Backup and Recovery Bundle for Education
NZ Recommended Retail Price: $7,219.16 ex GST 
NZ Standard Reseller Buy Price: $5,775.33 ex GST

Take advantage of this promotion and receive all of these benefits plus more

For more information, please contact your preferred Distributor or email sales@storagecraft.com.au

Download the VirtualBoot for vSphere 
flyer for more informationiI Watch this video to learn more

storagecraft.com.au/dealreg=
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